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In a small town somewhere in 19th-century China, two brothers, each using their own particular style
of martial arts, defeat a bully of a fighter who is terrorizing the town. In the ensuing celebration, a
debate among the townspeople arises over which of the brothers has the best style, and the
brothers become bitter rivals, neither of which is willing to admit that the other is his equal. Each
sets up a martial arts school in the town. Years pass. A rich stranger comes to town with his two
sons, and he places them in the two martial arts schools: One son in one school, and the other son in
the other school. He vows to return in two years to test their knowledge. Meanwhile: Kung Fu Ching
is a local boy in the town, and Ching is an unabashed martial arts fanatic who is trying to develop his
own style of kung fu. He meets up with a wandering winemaker who also knows a lot of kung fu, and
who encourages Ching to study more than one style of martial arts. Ching begins attending the
martial arts school set up by the two feuding brothers mentioned above. They find out and kick him
out of both schools. In desperation, he turns to the wandering winemaker and asks the winemaker to
teach him his style of kung fu. After two years, the rich stranger returns to the town, and confesses
that he is the brother of the bully the two brothers defeated years ago, and he has come to exact
revenge. His two "sons" were merely spies he hired to provide him with information about the kung
fu style of the two brothers. He handily defeats the two brothers individually, but when they toss
aside their differences, they manage to do slightly better. But it takes the timely arrival of Kung Fu
Ching to hand the rich stranger the defeat he so richly deserves... ...at which point the original bully
arrives with eight henchmen. He's spent the all his time since his unfortunate defeat training in new
styles of kung fu. Kung Fu Ching runs back to his master, and they prepare for the final showdown...
THE KUNG FU MASTER is quite densely-plotted for a kung fu movie and the sheer intricacy of the
storyline helps it stand out above other films in the genre. The story opens with a couple of martial
artist friends who fall out after arguing about which of them is stronger. As such, they each open a
rival school, enlisting many students in the locality. Years later, a philanthropist arrives in the town
with his two sons and enlists each of them in a different school, but he may have sinister motives.
And that's just the back story. The thrust of the plot is about a youthful and unaffiliated fighter
played by Tung Wei in the usual Jackie Chan mould. He teams up with a boozy master, played with
comic relish by Sammo Hung, and the two soon find themselves engaged in many scrapes with the
local experts and fighters.
All of this set-up is basically a reason to have as many different characters fighting each other as is
humanly possible, but the story also includes a wealth of the low brow comedy so beloved by the
Chinese so it's quite a watchable piece. The action choreography is pretty good, not the best by
genre standards although it does stand out from the crowd. Hung gets all of the attention just by
being so good although Wei works hard to match him. There are also some strong performers in
support, including Phillip Ko in a typical role and the great Lee Hoi Sang as the master villain. The
likes of Hoi Mang and Lam Ching-Ying have smaller parts. A terrible kung fu movie, in which Sammo
plays the wise "Fat" master, teaching a student the secrets of his powerful kung fu, and occasionally
employing a food related metaphor. Certainly not the worst kung fu movie ever, but it should be
avoided if at all possible. No decent fight scenes, horrendous acting- the only truly amusing moment
was a song sung by Sammo himself. 7cb1d79195
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